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In the current code chart, the radical for U+2ECAB () is 74 (Moon), but I found the radical 
should be 130 (Meat) when I checked some real usages. 

 

I request to change the radical to 130 from 74, that means the kRSUnicode property value 
should be updated as below. 

U+2ECAB kRSUnicode 130.6 

This document shows the evidences for different usages and my corresponding explanations. 
The following table shows the basic information under three usages. 

Usage Variant Putonghua Cantonese Korean 

traditional 
Chinese medicine 

脱 (U+8131) 
脫 (U+812B) 

tuō tyut3 탈 

chemistry and 
modern medicine 

酰 (U+9170) xiān sin1  

Korean 洗 (U+6D17) xǐ sai2 세 

 
 
1. Traditional Chinese medicine 
In the Siku edition of 《景岳全書》 , 血  is one stable term, which means a disease of 
traditional Chinese medicine. Please see Figs. 1.1 through 1.3. In other ancient edition of the 
same book or paper and the modern books, this disease was written as 脱血, that means  is 
the variant of 脱 (U+8131) or 脫 (U+812B). Please see Fig. 1.5. Fig. 1.4 shows the word 虚 
is the variant form of 虚脱. That means the radical must be #130 (Meat), not #74 (Moon), under 

this usage. 
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Fig. 1.1 《景岳全書》, 文淵閣四庫全書, 卷四, folio 13A 
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Fig. 1.2 《景岳全書》, 文淵閣四庫全書, 卷四, folio 14B 
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Fig. 1.3 《景岳全書》, 文淵閣四庫全書, 卷二十四, folio 42B 
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Fig. 1.4 《景岳全書》, 文淵閣四庫全書, 卷二十四, folio 43A 
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Fig. 1.5 马汴梁; 刘兴仁, 吴标, 黄永灵, 屈靖翔, 袁培敏: 《简明中医病名辞典》, 
北京: 人民卫生出版社, 1997.11, ISBN 7-117-02702-9/R·2703, p. 331 

 
 
2. Chemistry and modern medicine 
Under this usage, there are two stable terms, one is 胺, which is written as 酰胺 (amide) 
now (Figs. 2.1 through 2.5), the other one is 脲, which is written as 酰脲 (ureide) now (Fig. 
2.6). That means it is the variant of 酰 (U+9170), and the radicals for 胺 (U+80FA) and 脲 
(U+8132) are both #130 (Meat), so it is better to treat the radical for  (U+2ECAB) is also 
#130 (Meat). 
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Fig. 2.1 代英华, 孙惠琴, 徐慰丽, 魏宜琴, 汪如明, 陈灿春, 李明华:  
《4（对氨基苯磺胺）2.6二甲氧基嘧啶（Madribon）合成中甲氧基本化的探討》,  

《南京葯学院学报》, 1960.12, p. 80 
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Fig. 2.2 Ronald M. Izbicki; 孙世良: 《5Fu静脉滴注加环磷胺治疗晚期卵巢癌》,  
《重庆医学》, 1979.2, p. 109 
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Fig. 2.3 陈国熙, 許东坡: 《三乙烯化磷胺（噻替派）治疗晚期胃癌初步覌察》,  
《福建医学院学报》, 1963.2, p. 51 
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Fig. 2.4 闰永志, 刘纷然, 原宪立, 宋好兰: 《氟乙胺中毒一例》,  
《中兽医学杂志》, 1993.3, p. 40 
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Fig. 2.5 刘永杰: 《猪氟乙胺中毒 43例》, 《中国兽医杂志》, 1983.5, p. 38 
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Fig. 2.6 卓成龙: 《未来的除草剂——磺脲系列》, 《今日科技》, 1987.7, p. 13 
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3. Korean usage 
 (U+2ECAB) is also identified as KC-11210, and the R.O.Korean experts have confirmed the 
radical should be #130 (Meat). Under this usage, 洗腆  is a stable word, which means “to 
purchase clean and abundant foods and drinks”. Fig. 3.1 shows “洗腆”, that means the middle 
character () is an extra Hanja here, and the phonetic component 先 is from 洗 (U+6D17 
세), the semantic component 月  is from 腆  (U+8146 전), so the better radical for   
(U+2ECAB) is #130 (Meat), not #74 (Moon). R.O.Korean experts also treat the Korean reading 
as 세 to follow 洗. 
 

 
Fig. 3.1 Evidence for KC-11210 

 

https://www.koreanhistory.or.kr/newchar/list_view.jsp?code=160792
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